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Abstract 

The IEC Common Information Model (CIM) is commonly used to define 
the semantics for information exchanges between systems used by 
electric utilities, market and grid operators. These information exchanges 
are commonly formatted using XML, where either an XML or RDF schema 
is used to define the contents of a specific information exchange. A more 
recent technology than XML is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). 
Support for JSON is now found in many modeling and integration tools. 
The purpose of this presentation is to describe the use of JSON for CIM-
based information exchanges, where JSON is currently defined by IETF 
RFC 7159. This presentation will provide examples of CIM/JSON as well 
as a discussion of the trade-offs in comparison to XML-based CIM 
approaches to integration. 
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Topics 

•  A brief overview of JSON as an integration technology  

•  A comparison of JSON to XML for the formatting of information 

•  Examples of where is JSON currently being used within the IT industry 

•  How can CIM profiles be realized using JSON 

•  CIM JSON usage example 

•  A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of using JSON as 
compared to XML 

•  Identification of where can JSON be best applied to integration problems  

•  Where standardization is needed within the IEC for JSON to avoid future 
integration issues 
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Formatting Information: JSON vs. YAML vs. 
XML vs. CSV vs. RDF vs. TTL 
•  XML comes in a wide variety of flavors, where structures are commonly (but 

not always) described using XML Schema, where hierarchical document 
structures are easily represented 

•  RDF is a flavor of XML, where information is expressed as ‘triples’. RDF 
handles graphs better than does XML Schema 

•  OWL (web ontology language) is a more expressive version of RDF 

•  TTL (Terse Triple Language) is effectively RDF without the XML overhead 

•  CSV is limited in that it can really only convey data that is tabular in nature 

•  JSON (to be discussed in more detail) 

•  WADL (Web Application Description Language) 

•  YAML (YAML ain’t markup language), a superset of JSON 
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JSON Overview 
•  JavaScript Object Notation 

•  Open standard format to transmit data objects 

•  Intended to be a sub-set JavaScript and is commonly used with 
JavaScript.  But, JSON is language-independent. 

•  Grew out of the need for stateful, real-time, server to browser 
communication without plugins 

•  Standardized by IETF RFC 7159 and ECMA-404 

•  JSON Schema is used to define structures for the validation of JSON 
data, similar to XML Schema and RDF Schema 

•  WADL is the REST Equivalent to WSDL 
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REST Services / APIs 

•  Most APIs are defined as RESTful services vs. SOAP.  Why? 
•  Latest fashion – Myth (speed, simplicity, flexibility) 

•  Best used for APIs and Mobility / UI Frameworks 

•  SOAP is still used and loved, but for specific use cases 

•  A service based on REST is called a RESTful Service 

•  WADL is the REST Equivalent to WSDL.  Why WADL? 
•  To Define a contract.  Needed when integrating enterprise systems. 
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•  Representational State Transfer (REST) 
•  CRUD operations 



Formatting Information using JSON syntax 

{ 
  "firstName": "John", 
  "lastName": "Anderson", 
  "age": 25, 
  "contactInfo": [ 
    { 
      "type": "mobile", 
      "address": "612-799-1234" 
    }, 
    { 
      "type": "e-mail", 
      "address": "janderson@company.com" 
    }, 
  ], 
} 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Persons 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="PersonsXML.xsd" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
   <Person> 
      <firstName>John</firstName> 
      <lastName></lastName> 
      <age>25</age> 
      <ContactInfo> 

 <type>mobile</type> 
 <address>612-799-1234</address> 

      </ContactInfo> 
      <ContactInfo> 

 <type>e-mail</type> 
 <address>janderson@company.com</address> 

      </ContactInfo> 
   </Person> 
</Persons> 

JSON XML 



JSON Usage in the IT Industry 

•  Commonly used for asynchronous browser/server 
communication, but can support all service 
integration patterns 

•  Is commonly used as a replacement for XML 
•  Used by many NoSQL databases (e.g. MongoDB) 
•  Commonly used for web-based user interfaces 
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Key Benefits of JSON 

•  More compact than XML 
•  Easily consumed by JavaScript. Hence good for 

UI and mobile applications also. 
•  Very light weight wire format. Very good for 

integrations 
•  Widely used by NoSQL document databases 
•  Data oriented 
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Can JSON be used with the CIM? 

•  Absolutely! 
•  Enterprise Architect v13 now has the ability to 

define and generate schemas for CIM profiles 
•  The EA Schema Composer is functionally similar 

to CIMTool 
•  In addition to generation of XML or RDF 

Schemas, the EA Schema Composer can 
generate JSON schemas 
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IEC 61968-9 EndDeviceEvent XSD 

Title or Job Number | XX Month 201X 11 



IEC 61968-9 EndDeviceEvent XML 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <end:EndDeviceEvents xmlns:end="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/EndDeviceEvents#" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <end:EndDeviceEvent> 
  <end:createdDateTime>2011-11-10T21:54:53.404+01:00</end:createdDateTime> 
  <end:issuerID>External System 1</end:issuerID> 
  <end:issuerTrackingID>123</end:issuerTrackingID> 
  <end:severity>5</end:severity> 
  <end:Assets> 
   <end:mRID>01f8b2e5-a677-4f2c-a6c0-1e79b409c55e</end:mRID> 
   <end:Names> 
    <end:name>Meter 123</end:name> 
    <end:NameType> 
     <end:name>Meter Name</end:name> 
     <end:NameTypeAuthority> 
      <end:name>Utility ABC</end:name> 
     </end:NameTypeAuthority> 
    </end:NameType> 
   </end:Names> 
  </end:Assets> 
  <end:EndDeviceEventType ref="3.12.0.257"/> 
 </end:EndDeviceEvent> 

</end:EndDeviceEvents> 
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IEC 61968-9 CIM JSON Example 

 
 
"EndDeviceEvents": { 
    "EndDeviceEvent": { 
      "createdDateTime": "2011-11-10T21:54:53.404+01:00", 
      "issuerID": "External System 1", 
      "issuerTrackingID": "123", 
      "severity": "5", 
      "Assets": { 
        "mRID": "01f8b2e5-a677-4f2c-a6c0-1e79b409c55e", 
        "Names": { 
          "name": "Meter 123", 
          "NameType": { 
            "name": "Meter Name", 
            "NameTypeAuthority": { "name": "Utility ABC" } 
          } 
        } 
      }, 
      "EndDeviceEventType": { "-ref": "3.12.0.257" } 
    } 
  } 
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EA Schema Composer 
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JSON Schema generated by EA 

Title or Job Number | XX Month 201X 15 



JSON in Messages and APIs 

•  IEC 61968-100 messages can use payloads that 
are formatted using JSON 

•  JSON can be used with REST 
•  Can there be a JSON version of IEC 61968-100 

that is independent of SOAP? 
•  Can JSON be used for SOAP attachments? 
•  IEC 61968-100 Verb/Noun combination can be 

converted to REST services 
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IEC 61968-100 EndDeviceEvent XML 

<end:CreatedEndDeviceEvents> 
         <end:Header> 
             <mes:Verb>created</mes:Verb> 
             <mes:Noun>EndDeviceEvents</mes:Noun> 
             <mes:Timestamp>?</mes:Timestamp> 
             <mes:Source>AMS</mes:Source> 
             <mes:MessageID>GUID</mes:MessageID> 
         </end:Header> 
         <end:Payload> 
             <end1:EndDeviceEvents>             

  <end1:EndDeviceEvent> 
                     <end1:mRID>GUID</end1:mRID> 
                     <end1:createdDateTime>DateTime when outage happened</
end1:createdDateTime> 
                     <end1:EndDeviceEventType ref="?"/> 
                     <end1:UsagePoint> 
                         <end1:Names> 
                            <end1:name>ESIID</end1:name> 
                         </end1:Names> 
                     </end1:UsagePoint> 
                 </end1:EndDeviceEvent>                
             </end1:EndDeviceEvents> 
         </end:Payload> 
  </end:CreatedEndDeviceEvents> 
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IEC CIM-100 EndDeviceEvent JSON  

"CreatedEndDeviceEvents": { 
    "Header": { 
      "Verb": "created", 
      "Noun": "EndDeviceEvents", 
      "Timestamp": "?", 
      "Source": "SOURCE", 
      "MessageID": "GUID" 
    }, 
    "Payload": { 
      "EndDeviceEvents": { 
        "EndDeviceEvent": { 
          "mRID": "GUID", 
          "createdDateTime": "DateTime when outage happened", 
          "EndDeviceEventType": { "-ref": "?" }, 
          "UsagePoint": { 
            "Names": { "name": "ESIID" } 
          } 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
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Security Considerations and Approaches 

•  JSON with REST can be used over HTTP(S). 
•  Transport level security is sufficient in majority of 

the integrations with HTTPS 
•  Unlike SOAP, REST does not provide WS 

Security.  
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RESTful Web Services – Security  

•  Support for the following security traits 
•  Authentication, Identification – User, Certificates (Client / Server) 

•  Authorization – LDAP/AD 

•  Encryption – TLS/SSL 

•  Integrity – HMAC – Amazon, Azure, many others support 

•  Non-Repudiation 
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Where is JSON Best Applied? 

•  Web based user interfaces 
•  Integration patterns 
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JSON, CIM and Big Data 

•  JSON with CIM enables addresses Big Data 
issues. 

•  Data Definition, grouping, composition, validation, ownership 

•  Heterogeneous modeling practices  
•  Enables the collection, maintenance, and access 

to Big Data  
•  JSON is commonly used to serialize documents 

for storage in NoSQL databases 
•  Example of this include databases such as 

MongoDB, CouchDB, etc. 
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Support of JSON in Existing Toolsets 

•  ESBs: Tibco, MQSeries, Fusion .. 
•  Databases: Oracle, CouchDB. MongoDB, … 
•  Modeling tools: Enterprise Architect 
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Related Technologies 

•  YAML: Another format that is a superset of JSON 
•  BSON: Binary encodings for JSON 
•  GeoJSON: Encoding of geographic data 

structures 
•  JSON-LD 
•  JsonML 
•  REST 
•  AJAJ: AJAX using JSON (instead of XML) 
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Standardization Needed From IEC TC57 

•  JSON itself is defined by IETF RFC 7159 
•  Just as needed for RDF and XML Schema, 

guidelines are needed for generation of JSON 
profiles 

•  One option would be to codify what is currently 
done by the EA Schema Composer as a 
standard, so that CIM profile definitions could 
simply be realized using JSON 
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Summary of Tradeoffs 

JSON 
Smaller Message Size 

Easily consumed by JavaScript 

Not many packages or tools are 
needed to process JSON data. 

 

XML 
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Namespaces for sharing 

Better representation of 
inheritance 

Parsing standards – DOM, SAX 

Standards for querying – Xpath, 
Xquery 

Standards for transformation – 
XSLT 

WS-Security 

Widely available toolsets 

 



Discussion Points 

•  Can JSON be identified as another data representation format by IEC 
TC57? 

•  What percentage of integrations use WS-Security, XML Signatures 
and other security provisions provided by SOAP? 

•  Namespaces are good but also the most misunderstood and misused 
XML concepts. If proper naming conventions are used, namespaces 
can be avoided. 

•  XML can and should be still used where there is a need to use 
document markup language but JSON would be perfect for on the 
wire data format. 

•  Develop simple converters to convert XML profiles to JSON profiles. 
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Useful References 

•  JSON.org web site 
•  https://www.w3.org/TR/soap/ - SOAP Spec 
•  http://jsonapi.org/ 
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